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Traffic axle load surveys are carried out in order to acquire data required for
pavement design and for evaluation of pavement performance. Two weighing
methods are available. Vehicles can be weighed while they are in motion the dynamic method, or while they are stationary - the static method. The
contribution of different characteristics of the vehicle to the measured axle
load is discussed for a number of variables.

For the dynamic method, this publication describes the selection of weighing
sites and three different types of weighing equipment in normal use. The
calibration and accuracy of the equipment is discussed.
For the static method, the preparation of off-road weighing sites is discussed
for different types of available equipment, and the calibration of the
equipment is described. The static method of weighing yields more accurate
measurements than the dynamic method.

Verkeersaslasopnames word gedoen ten einde data te bekorn wat benodig
word vir plaveiseiontwerp en vir die evaluering van plaveiselgedrag. Twee
eegmetodes is beskikbaar. Voertuie kan geweeg word terwyl hulk in
eweging is - die dinamiese rnetode, of terwyl hulle stilstaan - die statiese
metode. Die bydrae van verskillende eienskappe van die voertuig tot die
gernete aslas word ten opsigte van ' n aantal veranderlikes bespreek.
Vir die dinamiese metode beskryf hierdie publikasie die keuse van
weegterreine en drie verskillende tipes wee
crusting wat normaalweg
ord. Die kalibrering en akkuraath
van die toerusting word
bespreek.
Vir die statiese metode word ie voorbereiding van weegterreine wat langs
die pad geie6 is, ten opsigte an verskillende tipes beski
re toerusting
bespreek, en die kalibrering van die toerusting word bes
Die st;atiese
eegrnetode lewer meer akkurate metings as die dinamiese rnetode op.
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Road authorities require traffic axle load data as one of the basic inputs for
planning and designing pavements and rehabilitation measures. Equipment is
available for permanent or temporary weighing stations where vehicles may
be weighed while stationary (static) or in motion (dynamic). The term
"weighbridge" which is commonly used may be used interchan~eablywith
"mass measuring bridge".
The input data required for pavement and rehabilitation design have changed
markedly over the past twenty years. Initially, data were obtained by weighing
vehicles statically. However, as the volume of traffic increased, it was
possible to weigh only samples of the vehicle popuiation. This necessitated
the development of methods designed to estimate the total traffic load by
using measurements of only a portion of ail the vehicles. The procedures,
known as Estimation ethods of Traffic, containe numerous shortcomings.
These were overcome by measuring the weight of all passing vehicles
without hindering their progress.

Ithough the procedures contained in this document may be applicable for
urposes, this document was prepared specifically for use in axle loa
surveys underta n for pavement and rehabilitation design. Different aspects
of dynamic wei ing, induding available equipment, measuring accuracy,
calibration methods and guidelines for weighing, are covered in this
document.

Vehicles can also be eighed statically, and descriptions of the methods
used in different situations are given. These descriptions include the
equipment available, calibration methods, measuring accuracy and

techniques.
This document complements the recommendations provided in TRH 161 that
deal with the application of data recorded in vehicle surveys undertaken for
esign and performance investigations.
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An understanding of the factors affecting vehicle weighing centres on the
validity of the assumptions that:
the load on the wheels of an axle remains constant at all times, ie
remains the same as it was when the vehicle was originally loaded, and
the load exerted on the road by any wheel of any vehicle, whether at rest
or in motion, is constant and determined by the initial load distribution of
the vehicle.
These assumptions disregard the fact that the load concentration on a wheel
or an axle changes continuously when the vehicle is in motion. Such changes
result from a number of factors including the design, construction and
mechanical condition of the vehicle, the gradient and surface roughness of
the road and the way in which the vehicle is driven (eg acceleration, braking,
cornering). Other factors such as the weather should also be considered, eg
under dry conditions leaf springs flex less easily than under wet or moist
conditions, since moisture acts as a lubricant betwsen the leaves. Wind may
also cause an increase in load on the sheltered side of a vehicle. Therefore
the force imposed on the road by an axle or a wheel, as a dynamic load,
epends on the transient variations of these factors with regard to time and
osition.
nder specific circu stances, an operator rneasurin vehicle weight may
consider we~ghingin vidual axles and summing the eights to obtain the
ross vehicle weight, as an alternative to using a vehicle scale. Since a
number of errors may e introduced by such an a preach, the operator
should consider the accuracy required before adopting such a procedure.

a s k misconceptions concerning vehicle weighing are derived from the fact
that the load concentration or distribution is not constant. A wheelbarrow, the
simplest of all vehicles, may be used to illustrate this point. As the handles of
the barrow are either raised or lowered, the centre of mass moves in relation
to the wheel and thus the load on the wheel changes, both vertically and
horizontally.

he mass on two adjacent wheels of a truck is the same only if the tyres and
tyre pressures are similar. It has been found that if the pressure in one of the
two adjacent wheels of a dual-wheeled axle is decreased from 400 kPa to
200 kPa, then it is possible that 25 % of the load is transferred to the 400 kPa
wheel.

For similar reasons, it is important that vehicles should be eighed on an as
level a site as possible, and that every effort should be made to have all the
Axle load suweys
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wheels of a vehicle at rest on a common plane. For example, if the weighing
platform raises the level of the wheels to be weighed above the plane of the
remaining wheels of a vehicle with two axles, a decrease in measured load
may result. Similarly if the level of the weighed wheel or axle is lowered there
may be an increase in measured load. This is illustrated in Figures l (a) to (c),
while the situation for multiple axles is shown in Figures l(d) and (e). When a
ruck or trailer has more than two axles, the "inner" axles could either be too
heavy or too light because one or more axles carry the other, depending on
the suspension system. This is particularly true of tandem axle assemblies.

ith regard to the above, the degree of error introduced will depend on:
the degree of slope or plane of the weighed axle;
B

the wheel base, ie the spacing between the wheels, and

the height of the load above the centre of gravity of the axles.
The error will be smaller for a long wheei base than for a short one, as well as
for a low rather than a high centre of gravity. In most cases the actual degree
of error introduced will depend on t h e type ot vehicle suspension system.

cceleration and eceleration of a vehicle are a
by horizontal forces,
but these in turn in uce vertical loads in the suspension of the vehicle
through a couplin effect. Braking causes an increase of the load on the front
axle and a decre e on the rear axle. The con erse applies for accele
Only some of this load shift may be caused by raking, and not all of it
relieved when the brakes are released (Fi
This may be illus rated by weighing the tandem- xle of a heavy vehicle. If the
brakes are applied suddenly to make the wheels stop on the centre of the
scale, some of the rear axle load is transferred to the front a
tandem. On releasing the br kes, some of the load may be shifted
axle, depending on the stiffness of the shackles and pivot points. However,
the front axle will still carry more than its fair share of t h e loa
indicate a high mass. hen the vehicle is driven fonuard, a load redistribution
takes place and the I d increases sli tly on the rear axle
will minimize this effect, while a jerky fo ard movement

For these reasons every effort must be made to ensure that the vehicle
ly but steadily whilst on the weighing site, and that the motion is
not jerky. It is also clear that the brakes must be fully released
measurement is taken. Correct lubrication of th suspension (over
surveyor has no controi), will ensure that residual movements or stresses are
minimized.
Axte load surveys
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n error of up to 10 % may be measured with heavy braking if the brakes are
not released when the vehicle has stopped on the scale. This is reduced to
less than 1 % if the brakes are released before the measurement is taken.

M
M
Differences may be expected between successive static measurements of an
axle load. These are caused by a number of factors, for example a shift of
cargo or the centre of the vehicle's mass, a change in the posivon of the
axles in their bearings or the linkage of an articulated vehicle, nd a change in
the vehicle's alignment to t h e scale and the smoothness of the approach.
By way of demonstration, repeated static test weighings (10 repetitions) of a
bus, registered standard deviations of 0,73 % and 1,05% for the two left rear
wheels and two right rear wheels respectively? This was due to the
mechanical effects of springs, shackles, and so on, and a change in load
distribution through friction. ind blowing on the bus could also have played
a role.

uently, static measurements of heavy vehicles are fre uently taken in
ard and the reverse direction, the results being averaged to
ensure that the above influences are minimized.

From the above discussion it can be seen that weighing individual axle loads
of a vehicle and adding the results, and assuming that the sum represents
ht of the whole, presupposes that the b a d on each axle remains
constant during the entire weighing procedure. This latter condition pertains
only under certain favourable but uncommon circumstances.
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At sites such as multi-lane highways, where the terrain and traffic flow do not
allow for the static weighing of all vehicles or for a representative sample to
be obtained with one of the traffic estimation methods, the in-motion or
dynamic method of vehicle weighing is recommended.

When data are required for road design purposes, the traffic should be
measured for at least a week at a given site. Two major types of dynamic
weighing equipment are available:
(a) Permanent or semi-permanent units for normal and reduced road
speeds.

(b) Portable units for normal and reduced road speeds.

Dynamic weighing is not as accurate as static weighing because of
influences of unevenness of the road surface leading up to the weighing site,
resulting in a dynamic variation of axle weight. It has been found that errors
of up to 10 % and less than 4 % may be expected for traffic travelling at
normal (up to the speed limit) and reduced (up to 20 km/h) speeds
respectively.
The main advantage of portable sensors is that they are easily installed, and
although the measuring error is greater than with permanent equipment,
evaluations have shown that this may be reduced to less than 5 %3. For
pavement design purposes, errors of below 10 O/O are generally regarded as

acceptable.

The section of road to be surveyed should be known before the point can be
etermined at which the system is to be installed.

The foilowing technique, which is also outlined in Figure 2, is normally used
PO select a site:
easure the riding quality of the portion of road under consideration by
means of a Portian Cement Association (PGA) roadmeter or Linear
Displacement Integrator (LDI) (Figure 3). Candidate sites are those where
a 100 m section has a PSI (present serviceability index) greater than 2,8.
On roads with a riding quality poorer than a PSI of 2,8, random high or
low measurements (outside the accuracy range given above) could occur
for diTferent vehicle configurations.
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(b) Extreme care should be exercised in selecting a site for a sernipermanent station, when equipment is to be reinstalled at regular
ic distributions.
intervals to measure long(c) Prospective sites should e compared by usin
the site with the most even transverse profile shoul

transverse unevenness over 2 m, measured as
exceeds 5 mm, ih site is unacce
(d) The above points apply to all lanes on a rnulti-lane highway,
weight sensor is to be placed in each traffic lane as illustrated i
5. It is advisable to select a site where the lanes and shoul er are clearly
and a minimum of

(e) The surface an shoulder at the site should be free of loose stones as
these could be fhro n onto and crushed into the sensor

(0

The site should not constitute a hazard to the normal traffic flo

(g) Care should be taken during the survey that the normal flow of traffic is
ected by parked vehicles.
Draft TMH3,
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FIGURE 6 '
A N E N T ~ YINSTALLED OR TRANSPORTABLE AXLE SCALE
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These scales are similar to those describe in the previous section, exc
that their respons
res that measurements
moving at 10 - 20
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vehicles travel sl
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XI
The calibration of these scaies, which are installed with their upper surface
flush with that of the road, is similar to that of static scales. Manufacturers
are able to calibrate their units at facilities at the factory. H ever, the user is
best able to calibrate the unit with assized weights when it nslalle-j on site,
h k are positioned ith a crane that is fitted to t h e truck which is
Axle load surveys
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eyond an intersection, turn or bend in the road, to ensure
safety at the site.
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(Figure 15). It is most important for the safety of the weighing team that
oncoming vehicles have adequate warning, so that they are ab le to slow
n sufficiently before reaching the site.

cific area of applic

In this category, the beam to support the axle is of necessity a unit, and is not
easily moved. Together
ith its foundation it may be regarded as a
ermanent installation. The load measuring units are either built into this
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trailers such as the Payload Efficient Trailer or P.E.T. trailer. Vehicle
weighing should be conducted on this site as summarised in Figure 1
Vehicle weighing can also be conducted
a normal road that has been
partially closed as summarised in Figure
I1 tyres on an axle must rest on the scale, or else incorrect readings
could be obtained because of mass redistribution.

The calibration of these units is of the utmost importance, as measurements,
uipment is correctly
even if taken with care, are on1 accurate if t
calibrated. When equipment is use for pavement
purposes, it may be
calibrahed as follows:
No
Permanently installed weighbr
calibrated most reliably on site, with a
register at least four points in the range 4 to 16 tons, and must be placed on
the weighing area so as to avoid uneven loading of the scale.

e calibrated on a static press
aced on the base of the press
50 mm x 250 m m
ons at a time
from two to eight tons. This will then represent an axle load of 16 tons or an
overload of nearly 100 %.
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